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After graduating with a degree in Business Administration, I decided to pursue my passion for

programming. I enrolled in a coding bootcamp and learned full-stack web development. My favorite part

of programming is the problem-solving aspect. I love the feeling of finally figuring out a solution to a

problem. My core stack is React, Next.js, Node.js, Nest.js, and MySQL along with Typescript and

Prisma. I am also familiar with DevOps in AWS and Google Cloud. I am always looking to learn new

technologies. I am currently looking for a full-time position as a software developer.

When I'm not coding, I enjoy playing video games, watching movies, and playing with my cats cat

(Guts & Taco). I also enjoy learning new things. I am currently learning about history for example

French Revolution.

Javascript

HTML expertise

Frontend JS Frameworks: React, Next.js

Microservices Architecture

TypeScript

React Native

Node.js

Open.ai

Prisma

MongoDB

Express

PostgreSQL

AWS

Firebase

Blockchain

Senior Software Developer, 06/2021 - Current

Antier Solutions Pvt. Ltd. – Mohali

Updated old code bases to modern development standards, improving functionality.

Delivered high-quality code on time by effectively managing project timelines and prioritizing tasks

accordingly.

WEBSITES, PORTFOLIOS, PROFILES

PROFESSIONAL SUMMARY

SKILLS

WORK HISTORY



Mentored junior developers, providing guidance on best practices and coding techniques for improved

productivity.

Established clear communication channels between developers, QA testers, and stakeholders resulting

in better collaboration leading to faster delivery of key features.

Full Stack Web Developer, 01/2018 - 06/2021

Freelancer – Mohali

Spearheaded production of page content such as visuals and text copy to meet project specifications.

Designed and executed security measures such as firewalls and encryption.

Introduced continuous integration and deployment tools to automate software release processes,

significantly reducing time-to-market for new features.

Delivered user support to clients to train, educate and answer questions.

Developed unit test cases for testing and automation.

Created powerful Content Management Systems to serve as interface for client.

BBA: Finanace, 06/2022

Chandigarh University - Mohali

7.9 GPA/CGPA

High School Diploma: 03/2015

Dalhousie Public School - Dalhousie

Recipient of Head Boy, 2014

Captain of Computer Science Club

1 for Nehru House, 2013 to 2014

English

Bilingual or Proficient (C2)

EDUCATION

LANGUAGES


